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Abstract

There is evidence to suggest that a single factor of duration running on single

time scale is not adequate to capture the dynamics of the duration process of fi-

nancial transaction data. This assertion is motivated by the observation that some

existing one-factor stochastic duration models have had difficulty in successfully fit-

ting the left tail of the marginal distribution of the observed durations. This empirical

poor fit of the left tail of the duration distribution may be indicative of the possi-

ble existence of multiple stochastic duration factors running on different time scales.

This paper proposes multiscale stochastic conditional duration (MSCD) models to

describe the dynamics of financial transaction data. Novel algorithms of Markov

Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) are developed to fit the resulting MSCD models under

three distributional assumptions about the innovation of the measurement equation.

In addition, instead of subjecting the observation equation to a logarithmic trans-

formation, we work on the MSCD model directly. Simulation studies suggest that

our proposed models and corresponding estimation methodology work quite well. We

also apply an auxiliary particle filter technique to construct one-step-ahead in-sample

and out-of-sample duration forecasts based on the fitted models. Applications to two
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duration data sets of FIAT and IBM indicate the existence of at least two factors

that determine the dynamics of the two stock transactions.

Keywords: Stochastic conditional Duration; Markov Chain Monte Carlo;

Multiscale; Auxiliary particle filter; Probability integral transform; Deviance

information criterion.

1. Introduction

In financial econometrics, the timing (or durations) between recursive asset trans-

actions carries a rich amount of information about the microstructure of financial

market. As the observed durations are irregularly spaced, the classic models such as

the autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (ARCH) model of Engle (1982), the

generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH) models of Boller-

slev (1986), and the stochastic volatility (SV) model of Taylor (1986) are not suitable

for modeling a duration process. To take into account this property of duration

time series, Engle and Russell (1998) propose an autoregressive conditional duration

(ACD) model. The difference between ARCH/GARCH and ACD models is that the

innovation of the ACD model has a positive support region. As the logarithm of the

conditional duration of the ACD model follows a GARCH-type process, which is a de-

terministic function of the previous durations and innovations, parameter estimation

of the ACD model via maximum likelihood (ML) is very tractable and the duration

forecast can be carried out in a straightforward way.

As extensions of ARCH/GARCH models SV models specify the logarithm of the

conditional volatility of asset returns to follow stochastic process. In its canonical

form, it is assumed to be an autoregressive (AR(1)) process driven by a univariate

normal innovation. SV models have been demonstrated to be empirically more supe-

rior than some GARCH-type models for describing the asset returns in the sense that

the estimated persistence parameter of the AR(1) process is often observed smaller
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than those from the ARCH/GARCH models if the same asset return data was fitted

by both types of models. For this reason, Bauwens and Veredas (2004) generalize

the ACD model to the stochastic conditional duration (SCD) model by allowing the

logarithm of the expected conditional duration to follow an AR(1) process with a

univariate normal innovation, and innovation of the observation equation is endowed

with either a Gamma or a Weibull distribution with a unit scale parameter. It is

further assumed that the two innovations of the SCD model are mutually indepen-

dent. Like the SV models, the analytical likelihood function of the data under the

SCD model does not admit an analytical expression; so simulation-based estimation

methods have been developed for parameter estimation of such a model. Most of the

estimation approaches proposed in the literature work with a logarithmic transfor-

mation of the measurement equation of the SCD model. Assuming no correlation

between the innovations of the transformed model, Bauwens and Veredas (2004)

propose a quasi-maximum likelihood (QML) method with the Kalman filter to es-

timate the model’s parameters. For the same model specification, Strickland, Forbes,

and Martin (2006) propose a Bayesian MCMC method. Knight and Ning (2008)

use generalized method of moments (GMM) to estimate the parameters of the SCD

model, where the moments are calculated from the empirical characteristic function

(ECF). Bauwens and Galli (2009) develop an efficient importance sampling method

for estimating the parameters of the SCD models. Allowing for correlation (which

is interpreted loosely as a leverage effect) between the transformed equation and the

latent process, a ML method is proposed in Feng, Jiang, and Song (2004) based on

the transformed SCD model. More recently, Xu, Knight, and Wirjanto (2011) relax

the distributional assumption of the two innovations of the transformed SCD model

where the joint distribution of the two innovations is assumed to follow a mixture

of two bivariate normal distributions. A continuous ECF approach is developed by
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the authors to estimate the parameters of the transformed SCD model based on

transaction data from IBM and Boeing.

As mentioned earlier, most of the existing estimation approaches for the SCD

model work with the transformed version. As such, strictly speaking, we fit a differ-

ent time series which is a log transformation of the originally observed durations. As

a departure from these approaches, Men, Kolkiewicz, and Wirjanto (2013) propose to

estimate the SCD model of Bauwens and Veredas (2004) directly by deriving a MCMC

method where the two innovations of the SCD model are allowed to be correlated to

capture the leverage effect between the observed durations and the conditional ex-

pected durations. As observed in Bauwens and Veredas (2004), Feng, Jiang, and Song

(2004), Xu, Knight, and Wirjanto (2011) and Men, Kolkiewicz, and Wirjanto (2013),

the right tail of the marginal distribution of the observed durations can be fitted well,

but not for the left tail. Partly in response to this failure, Wirjanto, Kolkiewicz, and

Men (2013) propose asymmetric SCD models where the innovation of the measure-

ment equation follow a two-component mixture distribution. The authors observed

that under the mixture specification, the left tail of the real duration data can be

fitted better. An alternative approach, proposed in Men, Wirjanto, and Kolkiewicz

(2013) is to introduce a threshold assumption to the innovation of the measurement

equation. That is, the innovation of measurement innovation is assumed to follow

a threshold distribution determined by previously observed durations according to a

threshold level. The authors find that both the SCD models under mixture compo-

nent distributions and the threshold SCD models fit asset duration data better than

the asymmetric SCD models studied in Men, Kolkiewicz, and Wirjanto (2013).

Motivated by the apparently improved fits of the SCD models with the mix-

ture and threshold assumptions to the distribution of the measurement equation, in

this paper we propose a multiscale SCD model. That is, we surmise that the poor
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empirical fit of the left tail of the marginal distribution of the observed durations

documented above may suggest that a single factor of duration running on single

time scale is not adequate to capture the dynamics of the duration process; instead

it points to the possible existence of multiple stochastic duration factors running on

different time scales. In the context of SV models, Molina, Han, and Fouque (2010)

propose multiscale (or multifactor) SV models for time series of asset returns. The

authors assume that univariate series can be driven by several factors, with those

factors varying at different time scales. The authors find that a multiscale SV model

with two factors can produce the kurtosis, fat-tailed return distribution and long

memory effect observed in may financial time series. For a detailed discussion of

the multiscale SV models, readers are referred to Molina, Han, and Fouque (2010)

and references therein. Following Molina, Han, and Fouque (2010) in this paper, we

propose multiscale SCD (MSCD) models in which duration time series is driven by

several factors and each factor follows an AR(1) process as in the one-factor SCD

models studied in the literature. For the proposed MSCD models to be identifiable,

we assume that all factors evolve with different scales. We provide some evidence that

our multiscale formulation of the SCD models can fit duration data better than the

existing one-factor SCD models. This represents our first contribution. The second

contribution lies in the MCMC methods we develop to estimate model’s parameter in

which the states, which are the logarithms of conditional durations, are augmented as

parameters and estimated during the estimation process. With the developed MCMC

methods the model likelihood can be easily calculated. For model comparison and se-

lection, this likelihood is required. As a third contribution, we conduct in-sample and

out-of-sample one-step ahead duration forecasts by applying an Auxiliary Particle

Filter (APF) introduced in Pitt and Shephard (1999) to the fitted MSCD models.

The remaining parts of the paper are organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews
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the SCD models and presents the MSCD models. MCMC methods are developed in

this section for parameters estimation. Section 3 discusses model assessment and

selection. In this section, we illustrate how the APF technique can be applied for

one-step ahead in-sample and out-of-sample duration forecasts for the MSCD mod-

els. Goodness-of-fit test is discussed in this section as well. Simulation studies are

conducted in Section 4. Section 5 applies our proposed models and derived methods

to two data sets of transactions, where a Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) is

used to discriminate various fitted SCD models. Conclusions are provided in Section

6.

2. The MSCD Model

2.1. The SCD model

The MSCD model considered in this paper can be interpreted as an extension of

a one-factor SCD model, and hence we first briefly review the latter.

The SCD model was originally proposed by Bauwens and Veredas (2004) to de-

scribe the stochastic durations of financial asset transactions. If we denote by yt the

observed duration at time t, then the dynamic of yt is assumed to be of the form

yt = exp(ht)ǫt, t = 1, ..., T, (1)

ht = µ + φ(ht−1 − µ) + σηt, (2)

h0 ∼ N (µ, σ2/(1 − φ2)), (3)

where η1, η2, . . . , are independent variables such that ηt ∼ N (0, 1), with N (a, b) de-

noting a normal distribution with mean a and variance b. It is assumed that ǫ1, ǫ2, . . . ,

are mutually independent with a common distribution that has a positive support,

and the innovation processes ǫt and ηt are independent. To ensure weak stationar-
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ity of the latent AR(1) process, we impose the condition that |φ| < 1. Bauwens

and Veredas (2004) assume that ǫt follows either a Weibull(v, 1) or a Gamma(γ, 1)

distribution, with the probability density functions given respectively by

f(x) = vxv−1 exp(−xv), v > 0, (4)

and

f(x) =
1

Γ(γ)
xγ−1 exp(−x), γ > 0. (5)

The two densities in (4) and (5) are allowed to have unknown shape parameters, but

the scale parameters are set equal to 1. Evidently these distributions reduce to an

exponential distribution when v and γ are equal to 1.

Due to a highly non-linear structure of the measurement equation (1), the like-

lihood function does not have an analytically closed-form expression, and hence in-

tegrating out the T latent random variables is intractable. As mentioned in Section

1, most of the estimation approaches proposed in the literature are based on the

following log transformed SCD model:

log(yt) = ht + et, t = 1, ..., T, (6)

where et = log(ǫt) is the transformed error process, assumed to have either a Log-

Weibull or a Log-Gamma distribution. The latent AR(1) process describing ht is left

unchanged under this transformation.

2.2. The MSCD model and its properties

The MSCD model is a natural extension of the one-factor SCD model, in the

sense that the dynamic of yt is determined by several additive factors. We define the
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MSCD model in the following way

yt = exp(1
′

ht)ǫt, t = 1, 2, . . . , (7)

ht = Φht−1 + Σ1/2ηt, (8)

h0 ∼ N(0, Ω), (9)

where

• ht = (h1,t, ..., hK,t)
′

is a vector of K latent states at time t, with ′ denoting the

transpose operation, and 1 denotes a K-dimensional vector of ones;

• the components of the latent process ht, t = 1, 2, . . . , are independent, that is,

Σ is a K × K diagonal matrix with k-th diagonal element equal to σ2
k, σ2

k > 0,

and Φ is a K × K diagonal matrix with mean reversion parameters such that

|φk| < 1, for k = 1, . . . , K;

• the error processes, ǫt and ηt, t = 1, 2, . . . , are mutually independent, ηt =

(η1,t, ..., ηK,t)
′

, t = 1, 2, . . . , are standard independent normal variates and

ǫ1, ǫ2, . . . , are independent with a common distribution that has a positive sup-

port;

• the covariance matrix of the initial latent variable vector h0 is equal to the

implied stationary marginal covariance matrix Ω of the latent process, which

satisfies the well-known condition Ω = ΦΩΦ + Σ.

In order to ensure that the above MSCD model is identifiable, we impose the

condition used by Molina, Han, and Fouque (2010), namely that φ1 > ... > φK .

Under this restriction, all the components of the latent process (8) evolve on different

time scales. Note that we do not include a location parameter in this process, since

the innovations ǫt are specified to have a non-unit variance.
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In this paper, we assume that ǫ1, ǫ2, . . . , follow either a Weibull(γ, 1), a Gamma(v,

1), or an Exponential, Exp(1), distribution. We will refer to the MSCD model based

on one of the three specifications of the distribution as MSCD-E, MSCD-G and

MSCD-W, respectively. This distributional assumption is consistent with the lit-

erature on SCD models, however, it seems to be new in the context of the multiscale

model of the form (7)–(9). For example, Molina, Han, and Fouque (2010) fit the

above model to the daily exchange rate between the UK Sterling and the US Dollar

assuming that ǫ1, ǫ2, . . . , are normally distributed.

In the remainder of the paper, we focus on the MSCD model with two factors,

that is, we assume K = 2. In our applications of the model to duration time series,

we have found some statistical evidence that this parsimonious specification of the

MSCD model is favored over other models proposed in the literature.

To describe some properties of the MSCD model (7)–(9), below we present two

theoretical results, where we provide formulae for the mean and variance of some

processes related to the model, and then establish stationarity and ergodicity of the

duration process yt, t = 1, 2, . . . . These results deal with a two-factor MSCD model,

but they can be extended to a general MSCD model. Their proofs are presented in

Appendix A.

Let us define gp = E(ǫp
t ), for p = 1, 2, κ = g2/g

2
1, and Ht = exp(h1,t + h2,t),

t = 1, 2, . . .. The first proposition describes the mean and variances of Ht and yt.

Proposition 1. For the model (7)-(9), the variables Ht and the durations yt, t =
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1, 2, . . . , have the following mean and variances:

µH := E(Ht) = e
1
2

σ2
1

(1−φ2
1
)
+ 1

2

σ2
2

(1−φ2
2
) ,

µy := E(yt) = g1µH ,

σ2
H := Var(Ht) = eσ2

1/(1−φ2
1)(eσ2

1/(1−φ2
1) − 1) + eσ2

2/(1−φ2
2)(eσ2

2/(1−φ2
2) − 1),

σ2
y := Var(yt) = µ2

y

(

κeσ2
1/(1−φ2

1)+σ2
2/(1−φ2

2) − 1
)

.

The next result provides a sufficient condition for stationarity and ergodicity of

the duration process.

Proposition 2. The duration process yt, t = 1, 2, . . . , is weakly stationary and geo-

metrically ergodic if |φk| < 1, k = 1, 2.

2.3. Estimation

Define θE = (φ1, φ2, σ1, σ2)
′

, θG = (φ1, φ2, σ1, σ2, γ)
′

and θW = (φ1, φ2, σ1, σ2, v)
′

as the vectors of parameters for the models MSCD-E, MSCD-G, and MSCD-W,

respectively. Let y = {y1, ..., yT} be the set of observed durations and h = {h1, ...,hT}

be the set of the corresponding latent states.

The MSCD model is completed by specifying proper prior distributions for the

parameters of the model. For simplicity, we assume that all prior distributions of the

parameters in the model are mutually independent. To impose stationary condition

on the latent processes, the prior distributions for φ1 and φ2 are assumed to be

normal N (0, 10) restricted to the interval (−1, 1). These prior distributions result

in reasonably flat densities over their support regions. In the MCMC algorithm, we

sample σ2
i instead of σi, i = 1, 2, and for this we use an inverse Gamma distribution

IG(5, 0.05). For the prior distributions of v and γ, we use the half-Cauchy prior with
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the probability density function

p(x) ∝
1

1 + x2
, x > 0, (10)

which was also used by Bauwens and Lubrano (1998) in the context of the one-factor

SCD model.

In our implementation of the MCMC algorithm, the latent states h are augmented

as a vector of parameters and estimated as a by-product of the estimation process.

From now on, we use θ to represent the collection of parameters for a generic MSCD

model. When needed, we will explicitly mention the innovation distribution to which

θ corresponds.

An outline of the MCMC algorithm is listed in Table 1. Below we provide addi-

tional explanations.

Table 1: MCMC algorithm for the MSCD model.

Step 0. Initialize h, φk, σk, k = 1, 2, and v or γ.

Step 1. Sample hk,t, k = 1, 2, t = 1, ..., T .

Step 2. Sample φ1 and φ2.

Step 3. Sample σ2
1 and σ2

2 .

Step 4. Sample v or γ.

Step 5. Go to Step 1.

Step 0. Initialize φk, σk, k = 1, 2, v, and γ using the corresponding prior distri-

butions. To find an initial value of the vector h, we set the parameters of the latent

process as φk = 0.5, σk = 0.12, k = 1, 2, v = 0.5 and γ = 0.5, and then generate the

initial value of h using the definition (8)–(9) of the process.

Step 1. Sample ht. The simulation is conducted via a single-move Metropolis-
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Hastings method. Below we describe the simulation algorithm for the full conditionals

of ht, t = 2, ..., T − 1. Since the simulations of ht for different distributions of the in-

novations are similar, we present the algorithm only for the Weibull(v, 1) innovation.

In our explanation, we denote by f(·) a generic density function.

Sampling ht under the Weibull(v, 1) distribution

The full conditional of hk,t, k = 1, 2, can be represented as follows:

f(hk,t|y,ht−1,ht+1, θW )

∝ f(yt|hk,t)f(hk,t|hk,t−1, θW )f(hk,t+1|ht, θW )

∝ exp(−vhk,t) exp
{

− yv
t exp(−vh1,t − vh2,t)

}

× exp

{

−
(hk,t − φkhk,t−1)

2

2σ2
k

}

× exp

{

−
(hk,t+1 − φkhk,t)

2

2σ2
k

}

∝ exp

{

− yv
t exp(−vh1,t − vh2,t)

}

× exp

{

−
(hk,t − µk,t)

2

2b

}

, (11)

where

b =
σ2

k

1 + φ2
k

, (12)

µk,t = −vb +
φk(hk,t−1 + hk,t+1)

1 + φ2
k

. (13)

We notice that although the posterior distribution in (11) is not in a form of any

standard distribution, it is proportional to a product of a positive function and the

kernel of a univariate normal density. Therefore, the full conditional of hk,t can be

sampled by either an acceptance-rejection method or a Metropolis-Hastings method

in which the proposal distribution is normal. In our implementation we have used

the second approach.

Step 2. Sample φk, k = 1, 2. Given a truncated univariate normal prior distri-
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bution φk ∼ N (αφ, β
2
φ), the full conditional of φk is

f(φk|y, σ2
k) ∝ p(hk,1|θ)

T−1
∏

t=1

p(hk,t+1|hk,t, θ, yt) exp
{

−
(φk − αφ)2

2β2
φ

}

∝ N

(

d

c
,
1

c

)

(1 − φ2
k)

1
2 , φk ∈ (−1, 1), (14)

where

c =
−h2

k,1 +
∑T−1

t=1 h2
k,t

σ2
k

+
1

β2
φ

,

d =

∑T−1
t=1 hk,thk,t+1

σ2
k

+
αφ

β2
φ

.

Some simulation methods of the full conditional of φk can be found in the literature

for Bayesian inference of SV models. Motivated by the representation (14), however,

in this paper we use a Metropolis-Hastings method with the normal distribution

N
(

d
c
, 1

c

)

as the proposal.

Step 3. Sample σ2
k, k = 1, 2. Since the prior distributions for σ2

k are inverse

Gamma distributions, the sampling can be done easily.

Step 4. Sample v or γ. Here we only provide the sampling procedure for the

parameter v. The sampling of γ can be performed in the same fashion. The full

conditional of v is given by:

f(v|y,h, µ, φ, σ2) ∝ f(y|h, v)f(v)

= f(v)

T
∏

t=1

vyv−1
t exp(−vh1,t − vh2,t) exp

(

−
yv

t

exp(vh1,t + vh2,t)

)

,

(15)

where f(v) is the prior density given in (10). Since it is not possible to sample the

full conditional directly, we use a random-walk Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, where
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the proposal density is the standard normal density and the acceptance probability

is computed using equation (15).

3. Model Selection and Its Assessment

3.1. Auxiliary particle filter

To perform model comparison, we need to evaluate the model likelihood. For

the MSCD model (7)–(9), the likelihood is difficult to compute analytically due to

its non-linear structure. Therefore, to perform this task we employ the auxiliary

particle filter (APF) proposed by Pitt and Shephard (1999). This is an efficient

recursive algorithm that approximates the filter and the one-step-ahead predictive

distributions. By successive conditioning, we can represent the sample likelihood of

the MSCD model as

f(y|θ) = f(y1|θ)
T

∏

t=2

f(yt|It−1, θ), (16)

where It represents the information known at time t. The conditional density of yt+1

given θ and It has the following representation:

f(yt+1|It, θ) =

∫

f(yt+1|ht+1, θ)dF (ht+1|It, θ)

=

∫

f(yt+1|ht+1, θ)f(ht+1|ht, θ)dF (ht|It, θ). (17)

Suppose that we have a particle sample {h(i)
t , i = 1, ..., N} from the filtered distribu-

tion of (ht|It, θ), with weights {πi, i = 1, ..., N} such that
∑N

i=1 πi = 1. Given this

sample, the one-step-ahead approximation of the predictive density of ht+1 is given
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by

f(ht+1|It, θ) ≈ fA(ht+1|It, θ) :=
N

∑

i=1

πif(ht+1|h
(i)
t , θ). (18)

If we denote a sample drawn from the distribution of fA(ht+1|It, θ) by h
(i)
t+1, i =

1, 2, . . . , N , then the conditional density (17) can be approximated as

f(yt+1|It, θ) ≈
N

∑

i=1

πif(yt+1|h
(i)
t+1, θ), (19)

For the approximation (18) to be feasible, the predictive density of ht+1 must be

known. This assumption is satisfied in our context, since the assumed form of the

latent process implies that ht+1 conditional on ht has a bivariate normal distribution

N
(

Φht, Σ
)

with Φ = diag(φ1, φ2) and Σ = diag(σ2
1, σ

2
2). This fact is also used when

we conduct the one-step ahead forecasts of the duration. A detailed procedure of

APF to calculate (17) and (19) is given in Appendix B.

3.2. Diagnostics

There are a number of tools that can be used to assess the goodness-of-fit of

our MSCD model. One of them is the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test, which is

designed to examine whether realized observation errors originated from the assumed

distribution. Another approach is to use the Probability Integral Transforms (PITs)

proposed in Diebold, Guther, and Tay (1998).

Suppose that {f(yt|Ft−1)}T
t=1 is a sequence of conditional densities of yt given the

information Ft−1 we have at time t − 1, and {p(yt|Ft−1)}T
t=1 is the corresponding

sequence of one-step-ahead density forecasts. The PIT corresponding to an observed
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value of yt is defined as

u(t) =

∫ yt

−∞

p(z|Ft−1)dz. (20)

Under a null hypothesis that the sequence {p(yt|Ft−1)}T
t=1 coincides with {f(yt|Ft−1)}T

t=1,

the sequence {u(t)}T
t=1 corresponds to i.i.d. observations from the uniform distribu-

tion on (0, 1). Further details about the calculation steps for our MSCD model are

given in Appendix C.

3.3. Model selection

There are several ways to conduct a model selection. The AIC criterion proposed

in Akaike (1987) and the BIC criterion proposed in Schwarz (1978) are commonly used

for the SV and GARCH models. However it is well known that both the AIC and BIC

require the knowledge of the exact number of independent parameters in the model.

This requirement is not satisfied in the estimation approach that we take in this paper,

since the latent states are augmented as parameters. Due to the fact that the states

are typically highly correlated, it is not appropriate to treat them as independent

parameters. Thus, there is an important impediment to using the AIC or the BIC

for model selection in the context of the MSCD model. Motivated by this concern,

a new criterion for model comparison, called DIC, was introduced by Spiegelhalter,

Best, Carlin, and Van der Linde (2002). Since then, the criterion has proved to

be particularly useful for hierarchical models such as the SV and SCD models. For

example, Berg, Meyer, and Yu (2004) use this criterion for model comparison of

univariate SV models.

The DIC is defined by the following formula:

DIC = D̄ + PD.
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The first term D̄ is a Bayesian measure of model fit, which is defined as the posterior

mean of the deviance

D̄(θ) = Eθ|y[D(θ)], (21)

where D(θ) = −2 log f(y|θ). Larger values of D̄ signify deterioration of the model

fit. The second term, PD, is defined as

PD = D̄ − D(θ̄)

= Eθ|y[D(θ)] − D(Eθ|y[θ]),

where D(θ̄) is the deviance of the posterior mean, which measures the complexity of

the model. In other words, PD is the difference between the posterior mean of the

deviance and the deviance under the posterior mean of θ. The larger the value of

PD, the easier it is for the model to fit the data. The term PD is called the effective

number of parameters. Since the likelihood is analytically intractable in the case of

the MSCD models, to compute DIC we resort to numerical methods to evaluate D̄

and D(θ̄). In this paper, we use the MCMC outputs to calculate D̄ and D(θ̄). As

the true value of θ is unknown, the Bayesian estimate θ̄ of θ is used instead.

4. Simulation Studies

In this section, we present results of our simulation studies for the proposed MSCD

models. After fitting each model, we use the KS test to check whether the fitted model

agrees with the simulated duration time series. For given θ, the following equations
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are used to simulate the latent state and the duration time series:

hk,t ∼ N
(

φkhk,t−1, σ
2
k

)

, k = 1, 2, (22)

yt ∼ exp(h1,t + h2,t)ǫt, (23)

for t = 1, 2, . . . , T , where hk,0 ∼ N
(

σ2
k/(1 − φ2

k)
)

and ǫt follows one of the three

innovation distributions.

The true parameters used to simulate artificial durations are presented in the

second column of Table 2 for the various specification of the MSCD model. For

each model, we simulated 12,000 observations and then we used the first 10,000 ob-

servations for estimation of the model, reserving the last 2,000 observations for a

comparison with the one-step-ahead out-of-sample duration forecasts based on the

estimated model. Our proposed estimation algorithm was iterated 50,000 times and

the first 20,000 sampled points were discarded as the burn-in period. The remaining

values were used for Bayesian inference of the parameters. Figure 1 depicts the his-

tograms and the time series of samples drawn from the corresponding full conditionals

of the parameters. In Table 2 we present the estimated parameters together with the

Bayesian highest probability density (HPD) confidence intervals and standard errors.

It can be seen that the estimates and the true values of the parameters are very close

to each other.

The following analysis is based on the MSCD-G model only, as we obtain qualita-

tively similar results for the MSCD-E and MSCD-W models. The overall model fit is

assessed through the analysis of the PITs obtained from the fitted MSCD-G model.

The distribution of u(t) on the interval (0, 1) is depicted in Figure 2 through a scatter

plot and a histogram. The KS test statistic is recorded at 0.0108 with a corresponding

p-value of 0.1918. Based on these values, we are unable to reject the null hypothesis
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Table 2: True and estimated parameters of the MSCD models with different innovation distributions
based on simulated duration data.

Parameter True Est. Std. HPD CI(95%)

Panel A: Gamma(γ, 1)
φ1 0.95 0.9508 0.0074 (0.9360, 0.9650)
σ1 0.15 0.1438 0.0145 (0.1140, 0.1708)
φ2 0.15 0.1499 0.0319 (0.0874, 0.2135)
σ2 0.80 0.8075 0.0196 (0.7693, 0.8454)
γ 1.25 1.2900 0.0248 (1.2432, 1.3367)

Panel B: Weibull(v, 1)
φ1 0.95 0.9432 0.0079 (0.9285, 0.9586)
σ1 0.15 0.1593 0.0133 (0.1334, 0.1856)
φ2 0.15 0.1427 0.0271 (0.0895, 0.1954)
σ2 0.80 0.8172 0.0191 (0.7777, 0.8530)
v 1.25 1.2778 0.0267 (1.2262, 1.3314)

Panel C: Exp(1)
φ1 0.95 0.9552 0.0079 (0.9360, 0.9658)
σ1 0.15 0.1465 0.0151 (0.1219, 0.1767)
φ2 0.15 0.1327 0.0393 (0.0587, 0.2123)
σ2 0.80 0.7880 0.0164 (0.7553, 0.8197)
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even at the 19% level of significance that the PITs are uniformly distributed over the

interval (0, 1). In Figure 3 the empirical cumulative distribution function (CDF) of

the PITs is plotted together with the theoretical CDF of the Uniform (0, 1). The

graph confirms our earlier assessment that the fitted MSCD-G model agrees well with

the simulated duration data. From the above comparison, and the result of the KS

test, we can conclude that the estimated MSCD-G model fits the simulated duration

data remarkably well.
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Figure 1: Time series and histograms of samples generated from the full conditionals of parameters
of the MSCD-G model based on simulated duration data.

Once the MSCD models have been estimated, we use them to perform in-sample
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Figure 2: Analysis of the PITs from the MSCD-G model based on simulated duration data. The
top panel shows the scatter plot of u(t) while the bottom the histogram of u(t).
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Figure 3: Comparison between the theoretical uniform CDF and the empirical CDF of the PITs
from the MSCD-G model based on simulated duration data.
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and out-of-sample one-step ahead forecasts. In Figure 4 we compare the simulated du-

rations with the estimated and one-step-ahead in-sample and out-of-sample forecasted

durations, where the latter were separated by a vertical dotted line at t=10,000. The

forecasted durations appear to resemble closely the true time series of the generated

durations. For comparison, in Figure 5 we present the simulated durations together

with the posterior mean of the hidden factor h1t +h2t and the posterior mean of each

of its two components.
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Figure 4: Comparison between true and one-step-ahead forecasted duration time series under the
MSCD-G model based on the simulated transaction data.

In conclusion, our simulation studies confirm that for all three specifications of

the MSCD model the proposed estimation method not only produces reasonably

accurate estimates of all the parameters of the model, but also properly captures the

two hidden factors that determine the dynamic of the durations.

5. Empirical Analysis

In this section we apply the proposed MSCD models to two data sets of financial

trade durations. The first data set was analyzed in De Luca and Gallo (2004), and

it contains the transactions of the FIAT stock, traded at the Milan Stock Exchange
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Figure 5: Time series of simulated durations (first plot). Posterior mean of h1t + h2t (second plot).
Posterior mean of slow mean reverting of h1t (third plot) and the posterior mean of fast mean
reverting of h2t (fourth plot).

from May 02, 2000 to May 15, 2000 with 7426 observations1. The second data set

includes the transactions of IBM stock, which covers the period from November 1,

1990 to January 31, 1991 yielding 24,765 transactions. This same data set has been

analyzed, for instance, by Knight and Ning (2008), Feng, Jiang, and Song (2004),

Xu, Knight, and Wirjanto (2011) and Men, Kolkiewicz, and Wirjanto (2013). For

both data sets, we apply the proposed MCMC estimation algorithm with 100,000

iterations. After the first 20,000 sampled points are discarded to eliminate the effects

of the initial values, all the parameters are estimated by the sample means of the

corresponding posterior distributions.

For the FIAT stock transactions we fit the first 7000 observations. After checking

the convergence of the MCMC process, we find that the estimation procedure con-

verges for the MSCD-G and MSCD-W models. The estimation results are listed in

Table 3. We can observe that the two persistence parameters of the latent dynamics

in each of the two models are very different, suggesting the presence of two different

1We thank Professor De Luca for kindly providing us this data set.
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factors that drive the duration process of FIAT.

Table 3: Estimated parameters of the MSCD model based on the FIAT duration data.

Parameter Est. Std. HPD CI(95%)

Panel A Gamma(γ, 1)
φ1 0.9957 0.0013 (0.9932, 0.9982)
σ1 0.0530 0.0043 (0.0444, 0.0610)
φ2 0.1048 0.1007 (-0.1036, 0.3190)
σ2 0.3887 0.0430 (0.3148, 0.4677)
γ 1.1994 0.0385 (1.1362, 1.2662)

Panel B: Weibull(v, 1)
φ1 0.9943 0.0018 (0.9908, 0.9976)
σ1 0.0494 0.0061 (0.0377, 0.0615)
φ2 0.0945 0.0788 (-0.0633, 0.2466)
σ2 0.4563 0.0339 (0.3885, 0.5198)
v 1.1589 0.0249 (1.1136, 1.2100)

To assess the goodness-of-fit of the MSCD models applied to the FIAT duration

data, we examine the PITs produced by the fitted models. Since the results are quite

similar qualitatively, below we only discuss the MSCD-W model. Figure 6 includes

the scatter plot and the histogram of the PITs generated from the model, while Figure

7 plots the empirical CDF of the PITs with CDF of a uniform distribution over the

interval (0, 1). The KS test statistic is calculated to be 0.0220, with the corresponding

p-value of 0.0023. This means that we reject the null hypothesis even at the 1% level

of significance that the PITs follow a uniform distribution over the interval (0, 1) and

conclude that the MSCD-W model does not seem to fit the FIAT transaction data

that well. However, a closer inspection of the graphs in Figures 6 and 7 would suggest

that the departure of the empirical CDF of the PITs from the uniform distribution

does not appear to be large. The lack of fit suggested by the formal KS test may be

due to two reasons. One is that our distributional assumption about the innovations

in the observation equation may not be suitable, and the other is the use of estimated
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parameters in the KS test. We make additional comments on this issue when we

discuss the IBM data set.

Figure 8 compares the time series of durations of FIAT with the estimated and

one-step ahead in-sample and out-of-sample forecasted durations, where the latter

are separated by a vertical dotted line at 7000. In Figure 9 we compare the time

series of observed durations with the estimated latent factors.
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Figure 6: Analysis of the PITs from the MSCD-W model based on the FIAT duration data. The
top panel shows the scatter plot of u(t) while the bottom the histogram of u(t).
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Figure 7: Comparison between the theoretical uniform CDF and the empirical CDF of the PITs
from the MSCD-W model based on the FIAT duration data.
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Figure 8: Comparison between estimated and one-step-ahead forecasted duration time series under
the MSCD-W model based on the FIAT transaction data.
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Figure 9: Time series of simulated durations (first plot). Posterior mean of h1t + h2t (second plot).
Posterior mean of slow mean reverting of h1t (third plot) and the posterior mean of fast mean
reverting of h2t (fourth plot).
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For model comparison, we calculate DIC for each fitted MSCD model. The same

data set has also been fitted by the asymmetric SCD (ASCD) models proposed in Men,

Wirjanto, and Kolkiewicz (2013), and the corresponding DIC has been calculated.

Table 4 provides the DIC values obtained from various SCD models. It can be seen

that the MSCD-W model has the smallest value, indicating that this model is more

appropriate for the FIAT duration data. To test the model’s ability at duration

forecasting, we calculate the root mean square errors (RMSE) between the observed

durations and the on-step ahead out-of-sample forecasted durations. The values of

RMSE are listed in Table 4. Again the MSCD-W model has the smallest RMSE.

Table 4: Model selection for the benchmark data of the FIAT stock transactions.

Panel A: Multiscale SCD models
Criterion MSCD-G MSCD-W

D̄ 11267.4 10765.8
PD 917.7 1061.0
DIC 12185.3 11826.8

RMSE 2.5671 1.7241

Panel B: Asymmetric SCD models
Criterion ASCD-G ASCD-W

D̄ 12418.7 12445.6
PD 218.5 213.2
DIC 12637.3 12658.8

RMSE 1.7863 1.7813

For the IBM transaction data, the first 20,000 observed durations were fitted by

the three types of the MSCD models. The estimation results are listed in Table 5.

We observe that the two persistence parameters of the latent dynamics in each of the

three MSCD models are very different, indicating the presence of two different factors

that drive the duration process of IBM.

To assess the goodness-of-fit of the fitted MSCD models to the IBM transaction

data, again we test the PITs generated from the fitted MSCD models. For these
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Table 5: Estimated parameters of the MSCD models with different innovation distributions based
on the IBM duration data.

Parameter Est. Std. HPD CI(95%)

Panel A: Gamma(γ, 1)
φ1 0.9952 0.0009 (0.9934, 0.9969)
σ1 0.0662 0.0036 (0.0589, 0.0733)
φ2 0.1712 0.0279 (0.1168, 0.2262)
σ2 0.6429 0.0183 (0.6060, 0.6764)
γ 1.2611 0.0231 (1.2149, 1.3006)

Panel B: Weibull(v, 1)
φ1 0.9887 0.0019 (0.9851, 0.9923)
σ1 0.0775 0.0060 (0.0661, 0.0907)
φ2 0.1279 0.0244 (0.0809, 0.1767)
σ2 0.6973 0.0269 (0.6443, 0.7482)
v 1.2133 0.0266 (1.1619, 1.2650)

Panel C: Exp(1)
φ1 0.9873 0.0018 (0.9837, 0.9908)
σ1 0.0764 0.0050 (0.0660, 0.0866)
φ2 0.3341 0.0540 (0.2283, 0.4455)
σ2 0.4016 0.0159 (0.3692, 0.4316)
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three MSCD models we obtained the similar results. Here we only give the test

results from the MSCD-W model. Figure 10 presents the scatter plot of the PITs

originated from the fitted MSCD-W model, while Figure 11 compares the theoretical

uniform CDF and the empirical CDF of the PITs from the MSCD-W model based on

the IBM duration data. It is noticed that the PITs do not seem to follow a uniform

distribution over the interval (0, 1), with departures around 0.2. The KS test for

testing the PITS produced from the fitted MSCD models show that the models do

not fit the IBM data that well, although the samples drawn from the corresponding

full conditionals of parameters are convergent. This finding is similar to that reported

by Bauwens and Veredas (2004), where the authors fitted the one-factor SCD model

and commented that there is no generally accepted method that is suitable to check

whether a latent variable model fits the data. To explain the poor fit, the authors

provided a plausible conjecture that the durations may well be fractionally integrated

or, perhaps, a more flexible model may be needed. One such model is proposed by

Jasiak (1998). Feng, Jiang, and Song (2004) also find that the transformed one-factor

SCD model, with three types of distributions for the observation innovations, fits the

right tails of the duration distributions very well, but not the left tail. We have

indicated additional possible reasons for this lack of fit when we analyzed the FIAT

data. In particular, the source for the reported rejection of our proposed MSCD

models may be attributable to the use of estimated parameters in the calculation of

the KS test. Empirical processes are a key to the KS test. For simple null hypotheses,

the empirical process of this test converges weakly to the Brownian bridge and the

test is distribution free. When the KS test involves estimated parameters, however,

the limiting distributions of the resulting empirical processes are substantially more

complex than the limiting distribution of the process for simple null hypotheses. The

calculation of the null distribution (or critical values) for this test can be carried out
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possibly by simulation, or alternatively, by the use of martingale transform method

- see e.g. Khmaladze (1981), or approximate boundary crossing probabilities to the

distribution of the KS test - see e.g. Durbin (1973a, 1973b, 1975, 1985). Implementing

any of these approaches is quite substantive in nature and hence is beyond the scope

of the paper.
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Figure 10: Analysis of the PITs from the MSCD-W model based on the IBM duration data. The
top panel shows the scatter plot of u(t) while the bottom the histogram of u(t).
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Figure 11: Comparison between the theoretical uniform CDF and the empirical CDF of the PITs
from the MSCD-W model based on the IBM durations.

Figure 12 compares the time series of durations for the IBM transaction data with
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the estimated and one-step ahead in-sample and out-of-sample forecasted durations

under the MSCD-W model, where the out-of-sample forecasted durations are sepa-

rated by a vertical dotted line at 20,000. In Figure 13 we compare the time series of

observed durations with the estimated factors.
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Figure 12: Comparison between estimated and one-step-ahead forecasted duration time series under
the MSCD-W model based on the IBM durations.

Similarly to the analysis of the FIAT data, also for the IBM data we calculate

DIC for each fitted MSCD model. For comparison, we have also fitted the ASCD

models proposed in Men, Wirjanto, and Kolkiewicz (2013), and have calculated the

corresponding DIC. We present the estimated values in Table 6. The results show

that again the MSCD-W model has the smallest DIC value, indicating that it is most

appropriate for the IBM duration data among the models under consideration. Table

6 also presents the values of RMSE for the different models, and they indicate that

the MSCD-W model produces most accurate forecasts.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we propose multiscale SCD models to describe the dynamic of finan-

cial duration time series. An efficient MCMC method within a Bayesian framework
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Figure 13: Time series of simulated durations (first plot). Posterior mean of h1t + h2t (second
plot). Posterior mean of slow mean reverting of h1t (third plot) and the posterior mean of fast mean
reverting of h2t (fourth plot) under the MSCD-W model based on the IBM durations.

Table 6: Model selection for the benchmark data of the IBM stock transactions.

Panel A: Multiscale SCD models
Criterion MSCD-E MSCD-G MSCD-W

D̄ 32480.4 27780.9 25345.7
PD 2305.5 3605.1 3556.9
DIC 34785.9 31387.1 28902.6

RMSE 1.6520 2.0931 1.5852

Panel B: Asymmetric SCD models
Criterion ASCD-E ASCD-G ASCD-W

D̄ 34374.6 34665.5 34927.3
PD 798.7 1144.4 981.1
DIC 35173.4 35809.9 35908.4

RMSE 1.7003 1.6984 1.6569
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has been developed for parameter estimation, from which the model likelihood can be

easily calculated enabling one to use the DIC criterion. In addition, one-step ahead

duration forecast can be conducted by applying the auxiliary particle filter method.

Simulation studies and an application of our method to the duration data of FIAT

and IBM demonstrate that the proposed MSCD models are able to capture different

latent factors driving duration series and to provide accurate forecasts of the duration.

As seen, our proposed multiscale model does not permit correlations between the

innovation of the observation equation and the innovations of the latent factor pro-

cesses. Our future work will focus on this extension, with the objective of developing

suitable MCMC estimation method. We will also consider methods of selecting the

right number of factors for duration time series.

Appendix A. Technical proofs

Proof of Proposition 1. From the latent AR(1) equation (8), we have

hi,t = σiηi,t + σiφiηi,t−1 + σiφ
2
i ηi,t−2 + ....

Hence

µH = E(eh1,t+h2,t)

= e
1
2

σ2
1

(1−φ2
1
)
+ 1

2

σ2
2

(1−φ2
2
)

Similarly, we have

E(e2h1,t+2h2,t) = e
2σ2

1
(1−φ2

1
)
+

2σ2
2

(1−φ2
2
)
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Then the variance of Ht is

σ2
H = e2σ2

1/(1−φ2
1) − eσ2

1/(1−φ2
1) + e2σ2

2/(1−φ2
2) − eσ2

2/(1−φ2
2)

= eσ2
1/(1−φ2

1)(eσ2
1/(1−φ2

1) − 1) + eσ2
2/(1−φ2

2)(eσ2
2/(1−φ2

2) − 1)

Now we calculate the mean and the variance of yt.

E(yt) = E
[

eh1,t+h2,tǫt

]

= E(eh1,t+h2,t)E(ǫt)

= g1µH .

Since

E(y2
t ) = E(e2h1,t+2h2,tǫ2

t )

= E(e2h1,t+2h2,t)E(ǫ2
t )

then we have

V ar(yt) = E(y2
t ) −

[

E(yt)
]2

= e2σ2
1/(1−φ2

1)+2σ2
2/(1−φ2

2)g2 − g2
1e

σ2
1/(1−φ2

1)σ2
2/(1−φ2

2)

= µ2
y

(

κeσ2
1/(1−φ2

1)+σ2
2/(1−φ2

2) − 1

)

.

Proof of Proposition 2. Let us denote the logarithm of the duration process by
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dt := log(yt), t = 1, 2, .... This process satisfies

dt = ht + et, (A.1)

with et = log(ǫt), and its stationarity can be easily verified. Based on Equation (8),

when |φk| < 1, i = 1, 2, hold, we have that

h1,t + h2,t = σ1

∞
∑

k=0

φk
1η1,t−k + σ2

∞
∑

k=0

φk
2η2,t−k.

Hence, we have

dt = et + σ1

∞
∑

k=0

φk
1η1,t−k + σ2

∞
∑

k=0

φk
2η2,t−k.

Thus, dt is a sum of two weakly stationary AR(∞) processes, and therefore, dt is

weakly stationary.

Let X ′
t = (dt, et, η1,t)1×3, V ′

t = (et, η1,t+1, η2,t+1)1×3,

A =













φ −φ 0

0 0 0

0 0 0













3×3

and Ω =













1 σ1 σ2

1 0 0

0 1 0













3×3

.

Equations (A.1) and (8), which formulate the transformed SCD model, can be

written as

Xt = AXt−1 + ΩVt.

To show that Xt is geometrically ergodic, we first show that the Markov chain Xt
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is irreducible and aperiodic. Notice that the generalized controllability matrix is

C =













1 σ1 σ2

1 0 0

0 1 0













,

which is a full-rank matrix. Therefore, the chain Xt is forward accessible based on

the Proposition 7.1.4 in Meyn and Tweedie (1993). Moreover, it is obvious that

X∗ = (0, 0, 0) is a global attracting state, so the chain is irreducible and aperiodic

according to Theorem 7.2.6 in Meyn and Tweedie (1993).

Now, we show that the chain Xt is geometrically ergodic. Let the test function be

U(xt) = ||Σx|| + 1, where ||Σ|| is a specially chosen matrix for some ǫ > 0, and the

test set C = {x ∈ R3 : U(x) ≤ c for some c < ∞}, where ||.|| denote the Euclidean

norm for a vector or the spectral norm for a matrix.

Then, we have

E[U(xt)|xt−1 = x] ≤ (1 − ǫ)U(x) + δIǫ(x)

for some δ < ∞ and for all x, where Iǫt
(x) is an indicator function defined as usual.

From Theorem 15.0.1 in Gouriérous (1997), we have that Xt is geometrically ergodic,

and so are dt.

Since the log transformation is one-to-one, conditions for ergodicity and station-

arity for {yt} are the same as for {dt}.

Appendix B. Auxiliary particle filter algorithm

Our goal is to sample (ht+1|It+1, θ) given that we have a particle sample from the

filter distribution of (ht|It, θ). Below we present an algorithm for the MSCD models
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based on the procedure suggested by Chib, Nardari, and Shephard (2006):

PF1. Given a sample {h(i)
t , i = 1, ..., N} from (ht|Ft, θ), calculate the expectation

ĥ
∗(i)
t+1 = E(ht+1|h

(i)
t ) and

πi = f(yt+1|ĥ
∗(i)
t+1, θ), i = 1, ..., N. (B.1)

Sample N times with replacement the integers 1, ..., N with probabilities given

by π̂i = πi/
∑N

i=1 πi. Denote the sampled indexes by n1, ..., nN and associate

these with particles {h(n1)
t , ...,h

(nN )
t }.

PF2. For each value ni from Step PF1, sample the values {h∗(1)
t+1 , ...,h

∗(N)
t+1 } using

h
∗(i)
k,t+1 = φkh

(ni)
k,t + σkηk,t+1, i = 1, ..., N, k = 1, 2, (B.2)

where ηk,t+1 ∼ N (0, 1).

PF3. Calculate the weights of the values {h∗(1)
t+1 , ...,h

∗(N)
t+1 } as

π∗
i =

f(yt+1|h
∗(i)
t+1, θ)

f(yt+1|ĥ
∗(i)
t+1, θ)

, i = 1, ..., N, (B.3)

and using these weights resample the values {h∗(1)
t+1 , ...,h

∗(N)
t+1 } N times with re-

placement to obtain a sample {h(1)
t+1, ...,h

(N)
t+1} from the filter distribution of

(ht+1|Ft+1, θ). In our implementation we used N = 1000.

Appendix C. Calculation of PITs u(t)

The PITs can be calculated using the following formulas.
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The MSCD-G model:

u(t) ≈
1

N

N
∑

i=1

∫ yt

−∞

1

Γ(γ)
zγ−1 exp(−γh

(i)
1,t − γh

(i)
2,t) exp

{

−
z

exp(h
(i)
1,t + h

(i)
2,t)

}

dz

=
1

N

N
∑

i=1

1

Γ(γ)
g(γ, yt exp(−h

(i)
1,t − h

(i)
2,t)), (C.1)

where g(γ, yt exp(−h
(i)
1,t − h

(i)
2,t)) is the incomplete gamma function.

The MSCD-W model:

u(t) ≈
1

N

N
∑

i=1

∫ yt

−∞

vzv−1 exp(−vh
(i)
1,t − vh

(i)
2,t) exp

{

−

(

z

exp(h
(i)
1,t + h

(i)
2,t)

)v}

dz

= 1 −
1

N

N
∑

i=1

exp

{

−

(

yt

exp(−h
(i)
1,t − h

(i)
2,t)

)v}

. (C.2)

The MSCD-E model

u(t) ≈
1

N

N
∑

i=1

∫ yt

−∞

exp(−h
(i)
1,t − h

(i)
2,t) exp

{

−
z

exp(h
(i)
1,t + h

(i)
2,t)

}

dz

= 1 −
1

N

N
∑

i=1

exp

{

−
yt

exp(−h
(i)
1,t − h

(i)
2,t)

}

. (C.3)

In the computation of u(t), h
(i)
1,t and h

(i)
2,t are particles from the corresponding predictive

distribution of ht with weights 1/N .
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